WE’LL MEET AGAIN

Billy Jackson, a pearly king from Bethnal Green, relives his stay as an evacuee on an East Anglian farm during WW2 and the dramatic events that befell him and his sister on their brief return to London.

also available with subject-related drama workshop for schools

The Perennial Mr. Potter

Horace Potter reflects on a lifetime working as a gardener in a large Suffolk garden.

Mr Potter takes a nostalgic look back at the first half of the 20th century spent working in the garden at Glebe House. Inspired at an early age by a tapestry of a knot garden, little did

MUSIC HALL MEMORIES

A light-hearted potted history of British Music Hall with songs and monologues.

As a founder member of The Berkeley Squares Music Hall Company, who better than Bryan Thurlow to share his knowledge of music hall and the songs that made them so popular.

MORE MUSIC HALL MEMORIES

Following on from Music Hall Memories this talk, with songs and monologues, takes a look at the stars of the music hall and the songs that made them famous.

MARIE LLOYD, VESTA TILLY, LITTLE TITCH GUS ELEN, VESTA VICTORIA, ALBERT CHEVALIER and more........